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There are darker sides to humanity and much of this not only deals with 'human
nature', but truly, because of our distance from our human nature. Which in
reality, this deals with being a spiritual being. Everyone in this world has a dark
attic, a dark wardrobe, psychologically. Some people know of this, some do not.
The belief that such exists doesn't need to be ridiculed or rejected, and one
doesn't need to obsess over this either.

There are many times when there are dark situations that many people like to
avoid. Someone earlier today posted on incest. If we allow it or not or something.
And if this is bad, or what they are supposed to do in regards to such a
relationship. But what the situation is here is that the darkness in the mind is here
to be confronted and being lit up with logic. Or of course one can get consumed
in the crap. Is this 'evil' to do this? Is this 'evil' to delve in these things?

It may not be "evil" at first observation (only the two people involved can be
harmed for example), but generally, delving too much in the endless heap of
desires can be disastrous. See for example how many people are addicted to
social media, and so many other things that like vampires take their life and time
away from them. In many cases the sanity is also robbed. This includes drugs
and many other defiling things. Many people who play the moralists say oh, let's
outlaw them, and they generally put these things under the rug. Such as the child
rape of the Vatican. They don't want to judge the pope so they send young goyim
to please the alien overlord every so often. But this is not a solution. If anyone
gave a fuck the Vatican wouldn't be existing at this point.

However, the Vatican as the 'spiritual head' of the world, is just a reflection of the
greater depravity and stupidity going on. So, people accept it. As humans
become better it loses its splendor, so now only the tards really care about it
anymore. Until the day comes when people will be more developed than the jews
ruling over them, then people will want change. And the pope will be thrown out
of the balcony on that day, with all his gold and diadems. But so long the
shitheads rule over the sheeple shit, is this ever going to happen? Nope.

We do not prohibit anyone here to go and destroy themselves. See it technically,
we cannot. Some people like poser "Satanists" and others who are all about
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drugs, boozing and ego useless crappism, mainly, they complain about these
things cause they feel we 'oblige' them to act in a way. We do not oblige you to
jack shit, it's your own conscience telling you that this lifestyle is crap. It just
pisses people off to tell them that something is wrong, in particular when they
know that something is wrong. You know it every time you get suicide Mondays
after copious drug use, for example, and how you are running around like a fool
to get your next dose. This is not because "WE" say it, nor our word is what
causes these disasters.

Does anyone here live with you and push you to do this, or that, against your
will? Nope. Is there any 'social pressure' exacted on someone? Hell no, we do
not exist as a material entity at this point, not even close. Are you like in a
congregation of Satanists and you relate you want to booze out 24/7 and they
'reject' you? Even then does that take your rights to meditate away? Nope.
Everyone can see the wrong logic here, it's blatant.

Actually, these pressures are put on you by the people whom you consider to
give you 'freedom' like your drug dealers, for example. The massive adds on the
internet infested with hardcore porn are the ones that put you under pressure.
But people consider this pressure 'freedom' and 'liberating'. Even if it's basically
forceful propaganda if one wants to be honest.

Most people do not go towards freedom. But because some people want this, it's
my duty and role to help people achieve this level. As this is what Satanism is
truly about. At least we have to let people KNOW of this.

The JoS is not the most beloved little flower in the Satanic Community. But we
are the mightiest, the strongest, the survivors, and aside this the biggest Satanic
entity on the net. Satan Wills it.

Back to the topic of depravity.

There are of course levels to depravity. Pedophilia is mental illness and way
worse. Is it 'evil' though? The bible doesn't really prohibit rape or pedophilia
either. There are places to justify the pedo and the rapist alike. Same as Islam
which is based on the same things but with less refinery. So it makes you wonder
why the enemy wants people to be open to these ideas such as rape, incest,
pedophilia etc. And why the whole internet and porn industry is forcing all these
ideas in the heads of people. Is it because these exist there latent, as the enemy
so forcibly claims, or it's because they literally force these through hardcore
propaganda? I tend to believe the latter.



One can easily see that what exists in a fraction, they make huge.

Well in many ways it's pure EVIL. But pedophilia is not wrong 'JUST BECAUSE',
but because it's deadly, it's a corrupting element, and it spreads like cancer on a
civilization, destroying the young, lingering in generations, and causing survival
and sanity issues to people. It destroys people permanently and the victim also
goes to abuse in most cases. It's not simply 'evil', it's deadly, it's the definition of
social destruction. So, the fact people want to execute pedos is not some random
'social fanaticism'. Even if they do not quite understand the reasons, their mind
deep down DOES understand the reasons.

The jew supports pedophilia because they want to damage the goyim as much
as possible and because they are aliens. Their whole culture is a culture of
abuse, their bible is the story of the abusive 'jealous' and depraved 'god' and
alien company of theirs. It's just a book of their shitty psychology like Fraud the
Turd Explorer. This is because the jew is just an abomination as a species.

Christians spent so much time (while raping kids, I presume) to call the jew
"IMMORAL". What does a creature like the jew perceive of MORALITY? This is
so stupid to call the jew, like the stupidest accusation one can possibly think of. In
other words, fuck 'morality' all together. It's an empty word.

On normal people, because yes, Gentiles also have such cases otherwise only
jews would be in prison… People don't know why they are supposed to be moral.
And this doesn't create morality to just tell them 'how to be moral'. It only creates
the opposite. People are told to not cheat on their partners in Sunday school,
Sunday night they cheat their husbands and their wives with random people, or
their best friend. The pastor and the priest give them the idea and put oil in the
fire of the idea of cheating, ultimately, making people act immorally in this way.
They tell people to castrate their organ, then the sexual force piles up, and then
they tell them "DO NOT CHEAT, DO NOT IMAGINE THIS THING! THIS IS OF
THE DEVIL!".

Repeated ad nauseum, this just implants it on the head of the victim, and the
victim does exactly that. Cheat. Which in some cases, truth be told, it can even
be totally justified.

This is because sexual relations have become chaotic and they reflect the
chaotic nature of people in many ways.



However, many times people are drawn (mainly due to karmic reasons) to things
that are very negative. Even deadly. On the case of incest, I knew a closeby case
myself, where the person was attracted to their first-grade cousin. This habit is
very common in the Arab world as well, namely, incest. Socially incest is
considered really bad unless it deals with the second or the third cousin, where
things are lighter, because there are no real blood bonds that are very close to
this point. But why this is bad is rarely evaluated. It is bad because it's a plague
on the descendants, the family life, and the person itself. People are drawn into
these relations that are fully meaningless, and harmful.

The jewish creation story (the jew wet dream) also justifies incest. Which made
this practice be 'condemned' but still be looked at as a 'necessity' for people to go
by. The creation story is that the Gods though fathered many people to avoid
mass genetic complications. Which are well known.

In the case of this particular person, what they did was that they had a long-time
relationship with their cousin. Probably happened due to infatuation, sexual
repression, and living in a remote place without many potential partners. To them
they considered their love 'very valid' and they didn't want to 'give a fuck' and
kept on with this relation. Then naturally at some point they broke up as these
relations are most of the time situational. They are DESIGNED to be such a way.
You cannot have progeny as such. Nature forbids these relations by dictate.
Except if you want to curse your descendants forever and ever. And if you are
that retarded.... It’s pointless to even analyze the subject.

So after this guy broke up, he started a family, had two children with another
woman, and everything went fine. Until one day where this person decided that
they still had feelings for their cousin. They broke their family apart, left two
teenage children and their wife out of nowhere, and went to see their own cousin
to have a relationship again and delve into nothingness together. So, they did
their act and what remained of it, after the fumes of passion went, was that their
family was destroyed.

One of their kids turned out to be a genius, but the money was all squandered in
slutdom, while the other kid became a drug dealer and later a drug addict. Of
course, they also became a social paradigm of avoidance, and people curse
them. As a result, the person lived a life of mental turmoil, suffering and social
negativity. And they cursed their children as well to a very negative life. I think at
some point they even left their cousin pregnant with a sick child or something.
Adding to the general disaster.



All of this why? Because they chose to give oil for random passions to burn,
without using their head in the process. The same is the case with drug addicts
and many others. All people who use their creative and sexual energy in the
wrong way, their time even, and their attention in the wrong way, can get
destroyed by it. Which is why it's important to explain and show consequences.
Rather than talk about 'what is evil'. People can do evil to themselves if they find
pleasure in such, and these people find double pleasure when they are told this
is something that they shouldn't do.

As a person advances these urges that can be disastrous give in. Not because
you do not want pleasure anymore, but because you are starting to grow
self-respect and go after true fulfillment, pleasure and happiness. To pretend to
be moral is also useless, if one doesn't follow through spiritually. One gradually
detaches as the energy is set in proper motion rather than being out of control.
Therefore, the negative urges just give in to better and proper urges.

The only way towards real morality is through the darkness and through
confronting it. Those who pretend to be ethical and all that jackshit, they are
stupid. And unfortunately, the deeper one gets into the pit of the crap, they will
have to suffocate at some point to be willing to get up. Which is why the Gods
give help to those serious and willing, but one must also learn to handle their own
burden. Because indeed nobody else has to pay the price of your own
mismanagement of your personality. And because you will always pay the price
for such if you do this.

Also, you will always get rewarded if you follow the good path. The person that
advances saves themselves from all the above misery, and all forms of misery.
Because they show POWER over weakness.

The only moral of the Satanist is SPIRITUAL POWER. Spiritual power. The
greater the spiritual power, the more truly good the person will become. The
chakras cannot be filled past a point if the person is full with muck. From the
standby of existence and nature, you cannot fill a dam that is filled with crap, with
more water. The same thing goes with the soul and the chakras. If you want to
enjoy the powers of the spirit, the miraculous forces, and the true freedom, you
put water in the dam, which will eventually clean it as well except for filling it up.
And set you free in the process.

Many people complain about being smelly from the crap. But this is a good thing.
It means your senses are working, and that you also in your mind know what



rotten means. So, you can reverse this process. Other people who are too stuck
in and stench is their natural odor, will never see it.

To understand one is being prevented by muck to advance also shows the spirit
still has a measurable amount of purity which can be brought forth, in contrast to
others who are rotting thinking this is so great to do.

What xianity and everyone does is trash the people who come somehow into
such realization. And push them toward the muck by telling them it's their fault
and so forth. While providing zero solution. Spiritual Satanism is the reverse, one
is told to immediately go to wash and make sure they don't delve into the muck
again for their own sake and good. One is not made into a criminal unless they
harm someone because of their muck.

In Satanism the good thing is to be BRIGHT (i.e., clever. Notice also the
connection to the light and meditation here) and the bad thing is to be STUPID.
There is no battle between good and evil, just your superior potential self in
contrast to a more disabled version of yourself. This is not so much 'moral' as it is
about naturally advancing.
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